
 

SSL -  Student Success / Learning    
Video: Supporting Conditions   - Leadership  

[Three facilitators in an office]     
 
(FACILITATOR 1:)    I really think the --    my involvement last year with building innovative       
practices has really made me think about how we run collaborative inquiry. Because that            
structure demands that we think not just about what's happening in a classroo         m,  but  
what do we do as system leaders or facilitators to support those teachers. And then the             
third level about what the --      how the board supports us so that we can turn around and           
support the teachers, who then turn around and support the students. And t            hat 
involvement in that project has really made us aware of the little things that we do. The               
visible and invisible things that we do to support those teachers. And that project              
deserves a lot of credit for that.      
 
(FACILITATOR 2:)    It does. And, you know, the structure of building innovative           
practices, it's really informed what we're doing in other contexts, including literacy,           
community culture, and caring in Pathways. Because we acknowledge that each of us             
brings something slightly different to that proc     ess of collaborative inquiry, whether we're     
students, classroom teachers, administrators, non-teaching staff in schools, you know?           
Our central team here, it's been really, really helpful in terms of framing our thinking            
around supporting leaders at every l    evel.  
The reality is that we have to live in those tensions between ownership at the school               
level, the classroom level, and the system level. I think that part of our work over the              
last, I would say three or four years, is to have teachers and administrato         rs see  
themselves as system teachers and system administrators. As opposed to just local and          
ridded in their own school. We have a fairly transient population at the district, and so we                 
acknowledge that our students will move from school to school. And we           need to provide    
them with the richest, most appropriate and effective instruction at every level and every               
move. And so we really have been working hard to listen from the grass roots to the                
system and back from system to school to make sure that there is            that  strong  
connectivity between board level and school level.        
We've been working with a number of different teams. And I guess we're coming back to              
building innovative practices on a level. And so far we're looking at the role of the               
administrator and the school's improvement team, school literacy team, whoever it         
happens to be in a leadership position. We're talking about our team leader and our            
heads. We're working with them at the same time as we work with our collaborative             
inquiry teams.   
 
(FACILITATOR 4:)    We have been working with school leaders in building innovative          
practice initiative over the last three years. And we have found the most successful ways              



         
             

             
             

           
           

         
         

          
         

             
       

               
         

            
           

  
 
 

of working with our school leaders is when they are learning or being co-learners either 
at our central PD sessions or when they are at the site-based and we're sitting beside 
them learning with them. They're learning with their teachers. They have let us know that 
being right there with the teachers and being part of the learning has been so valuable 
to them because they know what's -- they have a better understanding of what's 
happening in the classroom. And therefore they can give feedback. Relevant feedback 
to the teachers. And have conversations that moves the learning forward. 
We've also had opportunities to work specifically or with individual school leaders based 
on their readiness, based on their needs. And the feedback from the school leaders has 
been that they really appreciate that differentiated support. 
Before we were in our collaborative inquiry, they may have sent the teachers only to 
meetings or trainings or professional development opportunities. And the difference now 
is that when they are part of the learning and part of the inquiry, their curiosity and their 
involvement has made a tremendous difference to the instructional changes that are 
happening in their schools. We have observed that when the administrator is part of the 
collaborative inquiry, it is probably one of the strongest indicators of instructional change 
in their school. 
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